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Ezra and Nehemiah are wrapped in obscurity, and whatever they may
have been, they are not so important as the results. Herein lies the
lasting value of these books in that they illustrate the thought which
prevailed at a time which is of the profoundest significance for the steps
leading to Christianity and Rabbinical Judaism. Insistence upon
historical verity may easily.be pushed too far. Every narrative has
a very immediate and rich value as a human document, independent
of its trustworthiness or authenticity, and the opening chapters of
Genesis are typical of the whole of biblical history in so far as they
teach us that the objective history of the progress of thought may have
a deeper meaning for modem life than the events which these chapters
relate.

STANLEY A. COOK.

Lex in Corde: Studies in the Psalter. By W. EMERY BARNES, D.D.
(Longmans, Green, & Co., 1910.)

IN this volume of about a 60 pages Dr Barnes has given us the result
of thoughtful study in the form of short essays upon eighteen selected
Psalms. The title Lex in Corde was probably derived from Ps. xl 8, for this
psalm forms the central study (pp. 104-113) while the thought of Law or
Tbrah is kept before us by the headings of other studies in the Table of
Contents, e. g. Ps. i, The Legal Gulf; Ps. xix, God in the Universe and in
the Law; Ps. xl, The Law fulfilled; Ps. li, The Bridge over the Legal
Gulf; Ps. lxix, The inner History of a Champion of the Law; Ps. cxix,
The Panegyric of the Law. Dr Barnes's conception of the ' Law' is a
very worthy one and shall be given in his own words. Thus, p. 252 (on
Ps. cxix):—'" The Law." The word falls rather coldly on Christian ears,
for we have become accustomed to contrast it with "the Gospel". But
it is truer to think of it as the forerunner of the Gospel. The Hebrew
word Torah has little in it to suggest a legal code; the main thought
enshrined in it is of revelation or guidance or teaching.'

So, of the author of Ps. cxix he says (p. 256):—' The psalmist is a
spiritual man. He is conscious of past sin and the need of present grace.
His prayer, frequently uttered, for the divine gift of understanding is in
no sense formal; it is based on a vivid sense of the greatness of the
Divine Torah, which is "wonderful", "exceeding broad" and able to
make the simple wise. . . . He loves the Torah as the mirror of the per-
fections of JEHOVAH (cf. v. 96).'

And again, in the interesting chapter on Ps. xix (p. 73 f):—
' This Psalm, broadly described, is like Ps. cxix, a song in praise of
the law of JEHOVAH. And here it must be said that it is well for
us to notice and to use the Psalmist's own term. In St Paul's day
" the law" had become dissociated from its Divine Author; it had
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almost stepped into His place A Book had taken the place of the
living word of God; its Hebrew name, Tbrak," teaching ", " guidance ",
had given way to the narrower Greek name, the Law (yofwi). It is not
so with this Psalmist He feels that the Divine word is a living power,
and truly one, whether it comes through the rays of the Sun or through
the precepts of the Law.' See also pp. 19-21. I must not continue
quotations on this subject though tempted to do so; suffice it to say
that the studies on Pss. six and cxix are excellent

I am not sure that I altogether follow Dr Barnes in the distinction
that he makes between Psalmists and Prophets. Thus, p. 175 :—
'The Psalms are human utterances. Broadly speaking, we may say
that while the Prophecies are from God manward, the Psalms are from
man Godward.' Dr Barnes would not wish to press this distinction, for
he says, p. 2 7 :—' Now it is true that no line of absolute division can be
drawn between the Psalmists and the Prophets. Prophets sometimes
[see e. g. Isa, xii, Jer. xvii 5-8] speak like Psalmists, and, on the other
band, the Psalter contains a prophetic element. And yet a broad dis-
tinction must be drawn between the Prophets and the Psalmists.' I will
not pause to consider whether this distinction between Prophets and
Psalmists can be justified or not; suffice it to note the line of argument.
Dr Barnes would maintain that whereas the 'historical method' is
necessary for the interpretation of the Prophets it is not so, or not equally
so, in the case of the Psalmists. I will give his own words (p. 118):—
' When, however, we pass from the Prophets to the Psalms we are
usually conscious of a great change of religious atmosphere. We pass
into a region where thought is more intimate, where the individual is
more, and the nation—at least the nation on its political side—is less.
Some commentators have found this change so startling that they have
endeavoured to minimize it. A tendency has prevailed in Germany
(and, in part, in England) for the last twenty-five years to interpret the
" I " of a Psalmist as a personification, and to maintain that he speaks in
the name of his people rather than in his own. This theory is founded
on fact, and in the case of a few Psalms it helps us in the interpretation.
But the theory is used with great exaggeration of the element of truth
which it contains. The broad distinction still holds good that while the
Prophets speak for and to the nation, the Psalmists speak in their own
person and in individual communion with their God.'

The view here expressed by Dr Barnes is, no doubt, the popular one,
but, in the opinion of the present writer, the Psalms were composed for
Temple worship and were intended to express the voice of Israel. The
' I ' theory is not modern; it is but a development of the old Jewish in-
terpretation which constantly regarded the speaker as ' the. Congregation
of Israel'. What is really modern is the intense individualism in reli-
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gion which, more than anything else, hinders us from entering into the
spirit of the Psalter. I fully agree with Dr Barnes in regarding Ps. xlv
as an allegory and Zion as the Bride-City, but I should scarcely con-
sider this as an instance of the failure of the ' historical method '. For
example, a commentary on Jonah or on the Book of Daniel would follow
the historical method if it brought home to us the circumstances and tone
of thought under which those books were written, though Jonah might
be regarded as a parable and Daniel as an Apocalypse.

But though Dr Barnes deprecates, to some extent, the ' historical
method' as applied to the Psalms yet he uses it freely in assigning
Ps. xviii to David (pp. 58-66), Ps. xl probably to Ezra (pp. 106-112),
and Ps. brix very possibly to Nehemiah (pp. 178-184). If these points
could be made good we should all feel that the historical setting had
helped us better to understand the true meaning cf these Psalms. But
is it so ? Take for example Ps. xviii. Dr Barnes, accepting the tradi-
tional view, sees in the opening words reference to the ' hair-breadth
escapes' of David. ' The atmosphere of the Psalm is the atmosphere
of the book of SamueL'. . . 'Yet in spite of his innocence he has to
make his way about the country like a marauding troop, moving quickly
and avoiding the danger of walled towns.1 A note here bids us ' com-
pare p. 29 with 1 Sam. xxiii 7-13'. Dr Barnes translates v. 29 :

' For in thee I run with the troop,
And in my God I leap the wall.'

I have placed with in italics since there is no corresponding word in
the Hebrew. The E.V. reads, ' I have run' (margin broken) through a
troop'. R.V. ' I run upon a troop'. Clearly this is guess-work. The
word ' run' is suspicious. The reading of the E.V. margin, / have
broken, is better and only involves a change in the vowel points. Per-
haps we might go further and suggest that the parallelism requires TiJ
a fence, instead of TU a troop. Be this as it may, the words can
scarcely be made to cover David's escape from Keilah (1 Sam. xxiii 7-13).

Dr Barnes goes on to say :—' Finally, after all his escapes, he has
long and severe wars before him with the Gentiles (w. 43-45). All
this suits David's case so well, that the scholars who deny the Psalm
Davidic authorship assert nevertheless that it was written with a view to
David's career.' But is this so ? Some of us feel the Davidic author-
ship to be impossible because the Psalm is full of the language and
thought of Deuteronomy. We see allusions to Israel delivered at the
Red Sea by a Theophany, but none whatever to the events of David's
life. This interpretation may be wrong but it should not be ignored.

As to the treatment of Ps. lxix I have nothing but praise. In suggest-
ing Nehemiah as the author Dr Bames confesses that the Psalm would
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suit the case of ' some other Jewish leader of other days who had other
foes to face' (p. 183), but he rightly feels that the times of Nehemiah
help us to understand the imprecations of w. 22-28. And here I
must once more quote from Dr Barnes words which I would gladly
make my own.

' The foes whom the Psalmist curses are not primarily his own, but
those of his people and of his God. They are not cursed merely
because they do not conform to the Psalmist's standard of Jewish ortho-
doxy, but because their malignant opposition threatens the very life of
the Jewish Church. The imprecations are, io short, intended as
prayers of defence; the Psalmist prays against the wickedness of his
people's foes. The language of this Psalm is therefore defensible in its
historical connexion. Imprecations are a true part of the expression of
the Hebrew religion, as it existed before Christ; they have, indeed, their
natural place in the mouth of the Israelite by the side of Prayer
and Praise.. . . But the old historical connexion of the Psalm is broken
to-day. We stand in the presence of one greater than Nehemiah and
under a nobler law. It was once said, " Thou shalt hate thine enemy ",
and Nehemiah obeyed the command by hating the enemies of his
people even at the sacrifice of all that he had of wealth and ease. But
the command given us now by the supreme Judge is, " Love your
enemies ". For us to repeat the prayers of Nehemiah and the impreca-
tions of Ps. lxix is not loyalty, but treason. Vv. 32-28 cannot be fitly
used for Christian Psalmody, though in the mouth of the teacher they
have power to convey by contrast vivid instruction in the new Christian
law of Love.'

I trust that this fine passage will induce many readers to search for
themselves in these thoughtful studies, and I can assure them that their
search will be duly rewarded.

EDW. G. KING.

BOOKS ON CHURCH HISTORY.

A History of the English Church in the Nineteenth Century, by F. W.
CORNISH. TWO parts. (Macmillan & Co, London, 1910.)

T H E important history of the English Church, begun under the editor-
ship of the late Dean Stephens of Winchester, and of Dr William Hunt,
is at last complete, and a reviewer who has noticed all its volumes in
this JOURNAL can now express his hearty admiration for the work as
a whole and his gratitude for the instruction he has derived from it.
For many years to come this series will certainly be the standard
authority to which readers who are not specialists will best turn, and
there is no volume of the nine that will disappoint them.
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